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CTF II Away Days on 11th and 12th of March 1996 
Goal: 
Review of the present status of CTF II and identification of potential problems. Presentations 
and discussions will therefore mainly concentrate on technical aspects. 
Place: 
Restaurant La Mainaz (Col de la Faucille) 
Participants: 
K. Aulenbacher, G. Bienvenu, R. Bossart, J.-M. Bouche, H.H. Braun, F. Chautard, 
J. Clendenin, W. Coosemans, R. Corsini, J.P. Delahaye, J.C. Godot, K. Hiibner, S. Hutchins, 
I. Kamber, J.H.B. Madsen, P. Pearce, R. Pittin, J.P. Potier, U. Raich, G. Rossat, J. Sladen, 
W. Schnell, G. Suberlucq, P. Tennenbaum, I. Wilson, W. Wuensch 

CTF II Away Days 
La Mainaz, 1 lth & 12th of March 1996 
Program 
!st day: Beam Generation 
Time Title Speaker 
9.15 introduction and CTF II schedule J.P. Delahave 
9.35 overview of CTF II H.H. Braun 
9.55 building and high power RF distribution J.H.B. Madsen 
10.20 beamlines and vacuum systems J.C. Godot 
10.45 coffee 
11.05 timing svstem I. Kamber 
11.30 low power RF R. Bossart 
11.55 modulator and klystron uo!!rade P. Pearce 
12.20 lunch 
13.50 gun4 J.C. Godot 
14.10 high charge structures G. Bienvenu 
14.30 photo cathodes for drive and probe beam G. Suberlucq 
14.55 laser, laser beamlines and train generator S. Hutchins 
15.20 laser feed forward K. Aulenbacher 
15.45 coffee 
16.05 streak camera, TCM's and their beamlines U. Raich 
16.00 drive beam BPM's H.H. Braun 
2nd day: 30 GHz linac and controls 
9.15 30 GHz module design I. Wilson 
9.45 30 GHz power distribution and measurement W. Wuensch 
10.10 transfer structures cancelled 
10.35 coffee 
10.55 30 GHz BPM system J. Sladen 
11.20 alignment system W. Coosemans & Pittin 
11.45 control system J.P. Potier & J.-M. Bouche 
12.10 lunch 
13.40 CTF Budget I. Wilson 
14.00 summarv J. Clendenin 
14.30 coffee 
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been obtained from the gun-booster with a laser spot of about 10 mm diameter. The le;1gth of the electron 
bunches is measured with a sircak camera using the photon beam produced by the interaction of the bunch 
with a transition radiation monitor or a Cerenkov monitor. After the gun-booster cavity the length is 
typically 14 ps (FWHH). Significant amounts of 30 GHz power can only be extracted from the CUC section 
by using bunch trains. 76 MW has been generated by a 48 bunch train containing 146 nC of total charge or 3 
nC per bunch. This power level corresponds to a decelerating field in the section of 124 MV/m (more than 
the CLIC nominal accelerating gradient). The maximum charge which can be delivered to the power-
generating structure is at this moment limited by wakefields and beam loading i_n the LAS accelerating 
section. The accelerating field in the second CLIC structure is determined from the difference between 
maximum and minimum energy gain of the beam as its phase with respect to ·the beam-induced RF 
accelerating field is varied. The highest re-accelerating gradient obtained to date is 104 MV/m. A prototype 
E110 resonant cavity type CLIC beam position monitor has been tested with a beam in the CTF. Resolutions 
down to 10 pm have so far been demonstrated in pilot data taking runs. 
For operation in 1995 the 4.Sm long LAS section has been replaced by a much shorier (0.7m) high 
gradient (50 MV/m) section (referred to as NAS), and a magnetic bunch compressor has been added to the 
line after the booster section. The correlated energy spread required for operation with the bunch compressor 
is introduced by running off the crest of the booster cavity. The measurement of bunch length after 
compression is currently limited by the resolution of the streak camera to S ps. The RF gun has been run for 
most of the time at 110 MV/m and has been raised for short periods to 120 MV/m. With the new 1995 CTF 
configuration a train of 24 bunches with a momentum of 61 MeV/c has produced 62 MW of 30 GHz power. 
This power has been used to test 30 GHz limiters designed by industry - the first use of the CTF as a 30 GHz 
power source to test commercial equipmenL 
- .,......, """" CE}<N lJ«El'tll. "°'-LI~ "llii:ST R'la<rrY 
1.3 f_CTF2 (Juslif.ieation. P.!in Aims, P.arametor I itt)i · 
' ./ 
The CLIC Test Facility in its present configuration (CTFI) has achieved all its objectives and clearly 
demonstrated the principle of the Two Beam Acceleration scheme, a second phase for this facility is now 
planned (the so-called CTF2) with the following main goals: 
(I) To study the feasibility of the Two Beam Acceleration scllcmf on a larger scale with beam 
parameters as close as possible to those proposed for O..IC. In particular the production of ,PBMW of-m' 
power at 30 GHz for beam acceleration up to 320 Mey. ---- ···---· · 
CTF2 target values and O..IC parameters are c0mpared in Tables I and 2. The drive beam parameters 
are very similar, they have the same charge per bunch, the same emiuances and bunch length, but only half 
of the total charge and a much lower energy and repetition rate in order to save power. The CTF2 probe 
beam is accelerated with the nominal 0..IC field of 80 MY /m but will be limited to 2 bunches to minimise 
the length of the drive linac power pulse. The spacing between the two bunches will be variable to enable the 
second bunch to probe the wakefield created by the firsL At its injection energy of 50 MeV the probe beam 
is expected to be particularly sensitive to the effects of transverse wakefields generated by the 30 GHz 
structures. 
(2) To design and construct a fully-engineered representative test section of the O..IC 30 GHz drive 
and rrulin 1inacs;USing ·nomiitai Cl.IC components woi'lcing at nominal RF·powers and accelerating field/ As. 
proposed foreb'IC the CTF2 test linac will be built-up from 1.41 m long modules. 
The aim here is to make sure that all the necessary equipment and components can be integrated into 
a suing of well-engineered operating units. This means finding realistic design layouts and ensuring 
functional compatibility between all the RF components (the transfer and accelerating structures, 
waveguides, couplers, phase shifters and loads), the magnets, the active alignment system, beam 
instrumentation and beam position monitors. cooling and cabling, and the vacuum componenlS and 
mechanical supports. This new 30 GHz two-beam section will serve as a test-bed for the whole RF system. 
for the few microns precision active alignment system and for the development of instrumentation. 
c'(3) To develop and test the drive beam generation technology; 
The generation in CTF2 of a high charge drive beam of 1 µC split into a train of 48 short bunches is 
very similar to one of the 11 beam lines proposed for the CLIC switchyard scheme. The electron beam is 
produced by a photo-injector consisting of a laser-illuminated photocathode in a high field RF gun followed 
by two accelerating structures developed specially to cope with high charge beams and to provide beam 
loading compensation. The bunches are finally compressed by a magnetic bunch compressor to the specified 















A DEMONSTRATION OF THE TWO BEAM ACCELERATION SCHEME 
IN THE CLIC TEST FACILITY 
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SAS: STANDARD ACCELERATING STRUCTURE 
HCS: HIGH CHARGE SECTION 
CTS: 30GHz cue TRANSF"ER STRUCTURE 
CAS: 30GHz cue ACCELERATING STRllCTURE 
320 MeV 
(4) To C:OIRpare measurements and cue beam dynamics simulationr-
(i) In panicular to investigate diif ~Ci:ie-8ili!' iongiiudinal ~elields.··generaced by the high 
frequency structures in the drive and probe linacs, understanding and limiting the effects of these wakelields 
is of paramount importance for the CUC scheme. 
As poinced out above, the relatively low energies of both beams will make these measurements 
panicularty sensitive enabling a good accuracy to be obtained using standard insU'Umentation such as beam 
line spectrometers, transverse profde and emiwmce monitors. Tiie delay between the two bunches in the 
probe beam will be adjuslable in steps of one 3 GHz wavelengtlt (IO cm), allowing a scan by the trailing 
bwich of the wakelidd gCllClllted by die leaclillg bunch all aloog the foreseen length of the train of bunches 
in the WC main linac (200 cm). This measuremeat will be panicularty insU'Uctive if and when damped 
accelerating SllUClilreS become available generated by the very short intense drive beam bunches in the cue 
350 MHz SC drive beam cavities could be provided by putting a room temperature copper cavity of the same 
geometry at the end of the drive beam. 
(ii) To study the~oftbelligb • 5 .,, drive beam in ll)C generation section as well as during 
the successive passages m the RF power production modules: 
The beam optics (matching and steering) of such a beam is one of the main difficulties of the Two 
Beam scheme due to the large momentum spread introduced by beam loading first during acceleration then 
in the successive RF production stages. Again the relatively low energy of the beam will make it specially 
sensitive. It will in panicular allow its behaviour to be explored in a regime close to the one that will occur 
at the end of the cue drive linac. 
~($)To help estimate the r:caJistic cost of a representative part of the CLIC complex: 
Table I 
Main Parameters of the Drive Beam 
CT.IC C1F2 
Beam momentum E 3000 55 MeV 
Pulse Renetition Frr.ouencv f. 2530 10 Hz 
Number of trains ""r pulse K. 4 I 
Trains Renetition Frenuencv F, 350 MHz 
Number of Bunches ,,..,,. train Kh 22 48 
Bunches re"""tition F,.,.nuencv fh 30 3 GHz 
Oiar2e ,...r bunch ~. 25 21 nC 
To<al Otar2e.....,. Misc N. 2.2 1.0 uC 
To<al Beam Power Ph 16.7 l!JV 550 w 
Norm. Transverse Ernittances e • ., 200 200 mrad-m 
Bunch len2th s.. 0.6 0.6 mm 
Table 2 
Main Parameters of the Main Beam in CIF2 
CUC CTF2 
30 GHz RF nnwer: 
""'r Transfer Struciure p_,. 40 40 MW 
Total P. 5 !(}-' 480 MW 
Beam momentum at inicction L 9000 50 MeV 
Beam momentum increase Er 500 0.27 GeV 
Acceleration gradient G. 80 80 MV/m 
Re""tition Frt>.ouencv f. 2530 IO 'kHz 
Number of Bunches Ki. 10 2 
Bunches interval ..£ .. 20 20 cm 
Charne ""r bunch n. 1.3 0.1 nC 
Norm. Transverse Emittances e, 3 20 mrad-m 
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Table 4.1 
PROGRESS FROM LC TEST FACILITIES (December 1995) 
Fac~Constr. Constr. - Tested or to be Accompllilhiid or to be ·--Stlll to be - Other Things 

















Construction Oner at Ion Limitations 
Alignment 
Stabilization 






of rf system 
Multibunch generation 
(20, 2 x 101°, 2.8 ns spacing) 
33 MV /m with $-band 
Dual-iris SLED-I 
S-band choke mode structure 
Bunch-to-bunch instrumentation 
Polarized electron gun 
Injected beam wlth 
'•''• • 0.15/4.0(lO-•m-rad) 
Spot demagnified by 320 
to 70 nm (P;mtOOµm) 
Chromatic properties verified 
Instrumentation and tuning 
Beam-based alignment 
developed 
E144 nonlinear QED 
observed 
1.8 m detuned structure tested 
to 67 MV/m 
SLED II tested to 
205 MW output 
1.8 m detuned structure 
wakeflelds verified 
Not yet started 
Llnac loading compensation by 
6-frequency 
Beam-based tuning in linac 
and DR 
Damping by wigglers 
Double kicker extraction 
Waveguide-damped rf cavity 
Multlbunch beam dynamics 
(no. of bunches x no. of 
tralns=lO x 6 to 60 x 2) 
One-stage compressor 





50 MW PPM focused 
klystron 
SLED II tested to higher 
power 
1.8 m damped/detuned 
structure wakeftelds 
to be measured 
Injector commissioning 
Beam loading compensation 
Beam breakup tests 
Transverse rf fleld tests 
Final focus test 
Polarized rf gun 
Polarized positron source 










1.4 ns spacing 





Table 4.1 (continued) 
PROGRESS FROM LC TEST FACILITIES (December 1995) 
Faclilty Constr. Constr. Tested- or tolie Accomplished or to be Stlll to be Other Things 















Conetructlon Operation Limitations 
60 MW klyetron 
l MV DC voltage system 
VPM (rf pulse compr!in.) 
1 m structures 
5 m submodule of VLEPP 
RF gun photocathode 
Laser system 
Short bunch meaeurement, 
30 GHz accel. structures 
High power test of structure 




Demonstration of two-beam principle 
Generation of 35 nC/b, 76 MW 30 GHz power 
No 30 GHZ breakdown up to E=l25 MeV /rn, 
(E) = 94 MeV /m In CLIC acc. section 
Testing 33 GHz BPM & 30 GHz transfer section 
Bunch compression (lOnC, O".s = 2 psec) 
New 2.5 cell RF gun Not yet !tarted 
3 GHz accelerating sections 
adapted to high charges 
Modulator I tested 
150 MW klystrons l 
& !I tested 




Generation or bunched. beam ( 1 cm spacing) 
Appropriate bunched beam generated 
with compression to 250 ps 
Quadrupole vibration feedback successful, 
with 12 dB attenuation 
betwean 1-20 Hz 




Beam loading compensation 
Bunch compression with trains 
obtain 30 nC with~ 0-1:=2~ 
Beam loading compensation 
with trains 
Bunch compression 
I µC (48 buncheo) 
30 GHz reaccel. tcf.l~,MeV/ 
Active alignment t!rStem 
Wakefield studleo 
Beam dynamics of single and 
multibunch 
(125) trains with 8, 16, 24 no 
spacing (300rnA) 
X-band technology 
Single bunch dynamics 
Coet estimates 
Machine too short 
to study complete 
effects, fitamentatlont etc. 
Need RF pulos ahP.rlng 










Table 4.1 (continued) 
PROGRESS FROM LC TEST FACILITIES (December 1995) 
Constr. Tested Or to be ACCompll811od or -tObe Still tO~ Other Thlngs 
Complete Tested During Accompllohed During Done to do/ 
~1 
e_2 
Construction Operation Limitations 
Cnvity gradient, Qo 
Processing steps 
Fabrication methods 
Lorentz force control 
Cryogenics, RF power 
Injector design 
Not yet started 
Not yet started 
RF /Energy control 





Long transv. wakes, 
single bunch, multibunch 
Cavity mis&tignment 
Cryo procedures warm up/ 
cool down 
ln·oltu HPP 
Dark current, beam losses 
and radiation 
Cost and efficiency Issues In 
drive-beam gener&tlon 
Beam transport and BBU limits 
RF production and stability 
Refine cost esUmates of 





Overall cost estimates 
Performance and efficiency 
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Galleria 
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Modifications des MOK 
----------------- -- -
MDK 98 
~DK~( _ i 
MOK 03 I Geomillres- - · · -- ___ --~- ___ _ 
Tra~g~, lnstall.potences _______ ,_ 
;!§Hz _PoY!:~I'. Olst~!!?utlo11 _________ ,_ 
!ns~~ll, d~f1~!~ _§IC?_c~~9use _ __J___ , __ 
Connection avec le KL Y 98 
------····-- ------·-·-- .. ----. 
g~_!1ec!i2f!~:'.~~!!l_IS!::Y ~! __ , ___ ,_ 
Connection avec le KL Y 03 
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Installation 
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Installation 30GHz Structures 
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• Test two beam acceleration in 30GHz technology Drive beam ! probe beam 
(initial) • Build and test prototypes of CUC modules 
• Study drive beam dynamics 
• Test active alignment system 










LAS: LIL section 
HCS: high charge sect. 
CTS: CUC transfer sect. 
CAS: CUC accel. sect. 






~evr--------, , ~- ... , .................................. , ................................. . 
RF gun 1-1 HCS1 I HCS2 CTS 1-i qdqd I qi ~ CTS 1-i qi lqd I qfl . \ __. 
drive beam 
RFgunt---! LAS I t 4*.. ·. !qd,qfM GAS H CAS ~qd,q!M CAS H CAS 11 , ..... 
4MeV probe beam 40MeV • : ......... .c\ T.'"'46Me.Y .......... \. ........ .c\ T. '"'46Me.Y .......... • 
• 
I laser i · : . >y · · I train generator i · · · · · i 
i...--------12.6m ... ,~ 1.41 m ... ,~ 1.41 m ~ 

Problems to be solved 
=> creation, acceleration and transport of very high charge in short 
bunches 
=> 30 GHz structure technology 
=> realisation of 30 GHz modules (obliges to face all the engineering 
problems) 
=> putting all pieces together 
Goals 
Year charge CTS CAS Ecas ~ TsoGHz 
;1996 48 x 11 nC 
1997 48 x 15 nC 




2 80 MV/m 46 MeV 
8 80 MV/m 183 MeV 
12 112 MV/m 384 MeV 
To test multibunch issues may longer trains and/or charge ramps will be required 

Principle of two frequency beam loading compensation 
o:~T AA- AA~-m- ~ ffi m '] ~:::::::;::r~:'~h:~==o;:oe 
. . section will cause an energy vanat10n of 
~ ::: I ~ \ I J I ~ T = E · L · 7t 60MV Im · 0.65m · 7t 1.5% .~ A I T-180° 45MeV·180° § 0.2 
! o ~ I \ \ I I \ \ I I \ \ I I \ \ 11 \\ i I For a ~otal charge of lµC a ~a~ation of the charge by 
= 1 % will cause an energy vanat1on of 
·a -0.2 
1)£1 
E ~a I \ 11 \VI \\I I \\II \\l I aT= 2 k' ~~ruct 1~ 
-0.81-\ I \ 'V w w w \\1 I = 2·10.5M/!Lc·1.425m .1µC =0.1010 
_ 1 ~ V V ~ 45 Me V 100 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
time [ns] 
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Building and High Power RF Distribution 
J.H.B. Madsen 

C:TF2 Away Days, 11/03/1996 .nm. Madsen 





- join to laser room the streakcnmera room 
- enlarged passage between T,IL anc\ CTF gallery 
- prolong the> access chicane to th<> blockhouse 
At thP. 'Two days for a two-beam accelerator', dec.94 , we 
gave an estimate of the costs for doubling the CTF building: 
about 2 MF. 
We had to become more modest 
modules ' and no switchyard. 
ConR~quently, we need a much 
blockhouse : 7.2 m and 9.4 m 
Cost : about 300 kF. 
Thn shield of the blockhouse. 
and now plan for six ' 30 GHz 
smnll~r extens:i.on to the 
to the gallery. 
Sr~0 figure 1 
' ' 
2 , cable trays 
Th" side an<l roof shield - thicknRss resp. 2. 4 m and 1. 7 m of 
concrete - are adPquate except ill th<' regions the drive beam 
is lost. 
Th0rf'!fore, the beRm must be dumpe(l in a beam-catcher and 
beam-loss detectors installed along the drive beam. 
1'h0 r11di.Rtion levels over the holBs in the roof shield need 
tn h<' mon.itorf":d. As A precaution, holeR al·e to be blocked 
n• fnr •• pn•slhln with sandbRgR. ( fig.3 ) 
H:idin!.ion l 1rot0c:tion shoulrl be ARked to .install a monitor 
in tlin gnl Jf'>_ry An<l mt~ke portable monJtors available. 
Mor<' information in Memo LP q6-06. 
111 Gil - POWER RF fl I STR IBUTION 
011 th0 sch0mntic lnynnt of CTF2 is shown ( fig.4 ) 
- Kl~98 feeding thR the gun of the drive beam, 
the gun of the probe beam, 
the LAS. 






J?F power c!istri.l>ntjon KT.Y97 ( fig.5 ) 
---------------------------
Jlcsigned for a flat J 10 MW pulse into HCSJ. 
Special features : standard frequency plus 7.8 Miiz 
recombiner with arc detectors ( VALVO ) 
symmetric in/output couplers on !!CS ( CTF ) 
50 dB probe coupler on RF load llCS ( TITAN lleta ) 
'l'o nvoi_<l vo] lage. breakdowns in the waveguides nnd the network r..omponents all 
Lhesp itnms w.i.11 he clP:nn~d with a treatment developed for supercondnctjng 
surfaces. 
JIF pownr distrihntioll Kf,Y98. ( fig.5 ) 
Jl..,signPd for fl flat 20 MW pulse into the 2 1/2 eel I. gun-no L,-of the drive beam. 
Tlin r"ma;ning power .fa split to the 1 1/2 cell gnn of th<> prohf' b"am and LAS. 
Speci_a l fn.nt.11res 
ilNJl 
- recombiner with arc detectors ( Thomson ) 
- 20 MW isolator ( EF.V ) 
- •rrival laser pulse adjustnhle ( CTF ) 
- Pl!] being repaired ( Spi.nn<>.r ) 
- no Rttf'.nuator jn LAS line ( at LIT. ) 
- gun no 5 needs a 
has to be found 
rnquirn a 110 MW 
60 MW puls" and thus another solution 
( KLY98 with LIPS ; if HCS2 does not 
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A DEMONSTRATION OF THE TWO BEAM ACCELERATION SCHEME 
IN THE CLIC TEST FACILITY 
+ E 3 GHz - E 
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40 MeV 
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Power: :infy: Infinite expression- encountered, 
o. 
Plot: :plnr: Compiled.Function{ (x}, · ArcTan{<<l>>} + <<2>>, -CompiledCode-: 
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~I V\A)W 1. •. _.t. .. • • ~ v • 
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SWP 60 sec 
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RF LIL. BOITES B 
8 .Canard 
La commande des klystrons fournissant la puissance aux 
differents systemes RF du LIL(pregroupeur,groupeur,sections 
acceleratrices)est realise par un ensemble appele"Boites B", 
decrit ci-dessous. 




RF IN :> nee line t rom ref ere 
• s• ! I w 




P/N DSM JOHHIJ. 




P/N DP 613 OHHC 
Vet: t ronix Mlcrowawe Corp· 
Ferranti 
SHD366 
- Les"pin-switches"sont destinees a produire une impulsion 
RF rectangulaire(elimination des temps de montee et de descente 
du booster klystron. 
Suhner 
2005·17A 
- Les"bi-phases "produisent une inversion de phase de 180 degres 
,(decharge des Lips) 
- L'isolateur est destine a proteger les diodes PIN en cas de 
puissance reflechie. 
- Le coupleur permet la mesure des signaux de sortie et du 
signal reflechi. 
- Le filtre elimine les harmoniques RF eventuels. 
L'ensemble est mont~ dans un boitier metallique installe sur 
le support du klystron. 
Les "pin-switches" et les "bi-phases" recoivent chacun une 
impulsion de commande elaboree dans le systeme decrit ci-apres: 
(Commande des "Pin-switches" et "Bi-phases modulators". 
OU T 
to kly stron 
P F1 C; 
E L [ ''· i :o , 
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3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RF AMPLIFIER 
The amplifier covered by che specificacion muse be capable of supplying 300 Wans 
pulsed rf power inco a load of nominal 50 Q impedance. The operacing frequencies of che 
rf amplifiers and klystrons are 2998.55 MHz, 2990.74 MHz and 3006.36 MHz. The 
output will be pulsed by a gate pulse (5 V TIL, active low, pulse duration 0.5 - 20 µs). 
An adjustable time limit circuit and a protection against excess pulse rates must be 
incorporated. 
3. I Electrical parameters 
Amplifier frequency 
Frequency bandwidth ( 0.5 dB) 
Output power, peak, adjustable 
Class of operation 
Input/output impedance 
Input/output VSWR 
Load VSWR, wichout damage at any 
power level 
Pulse duration 
Pulse repetition rate 
Output pulse rise/fall time 
Outpuc power stability after 300 ns 
- of pulse raise for constant input 
power 
- of phase inversion by 180° 
Output phase stability after 300 ns of 
pulse raise for constant input phase 
Output phase tracking 300 ns after 
phase reversal by 180° at input. 
Output phase tracking for linear 
input phase sweep 20 - 180° /µs 
during I µs 
Harmonics and spurious outputs 
Input power 
Power supply voltage 50 Hz 
2998.5 ± 7.8 MHz 





Infinity. Open output and sho11-
circuit protection by rf isolator 
required 
0.5 - 20 µs 
0 - 500 pulses/sec. 
< 70 ns 
< 0.2 dB 
< 0.2 dB 





230 v ± !0% 
-:!: t1,S 0 fvr 3o lS pro+olye. 
pow 1U 1.Niod. .... le.. ovi 
'l-S-. If, r b 
Modulator and Klystron Upgrade 
P. Pearce 
CERN 
High Power RF system 
modifications for 45MW 
u Klystron-Modulator specifications. 
u PFN and other high voltage changes. 
u HV and RF tests with Thomson klystron. 
u Comparison to simulation results. 
u Klystron and driver amplifier performance 
at the BLC frequencies. 
u Revision of test/installation schedule. 














A DEMONSTRATION OF THE TWO BEAM ACCELERATION SCHEME 
IN THE CLIC TEST FACILITY 
f\.\Jl K j\,\{)f<. 
9"} o~ 
~ 
+E 3 GHz - E 0 
LASER \ k' I :x:: V'l 55 MeV (.) V'l zW 1µC :::i a:: 
RF gun CD~ 6 CTS 
48 MeV 





60 MeV /"!. 
HCS1 HCS% 













0, 1 nC 
12 CAS 
80 MeV/m 
""12m ""1 Om 
SAS: STANDARD ACCELERATING STRUCTURE 
HCS: HIGH CHARGE SECTION 
CTS: 30GHz cue TRANSFER STRUCTURE 
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L}S.1Yf"'YV l'ClystrcJr1-·1yr odL1lf1to·r 
·pf!Tftrr1ete·r l·i st 
RF peak output power 45 
RF pulse width (flat-top) 4.5 
Repetition rate (with command charging) 10-100 
Klystron peak voltage 310 
Klystron peak current 328 
Klystron pcrveance (new) 1.9 
PFN voltage pulse width (70%) 6.3 
PFN cell capacitance 32 
PFN peak voltage (at 45MW) 41 
PFN impedance (7.o) 4.0 
PFN cell inductance 0.5 
Number of PFN cells 25 
Pulse transformer ratio 1: 14.83 
HV unit storage capacitor 8 

















·r<"lystror1 frr1cl ·~rv tfrrli~ f1sserr1.bly 
THYRATRON 
11 + r-t\m f'tOO('\ rx-m 




I I I I I ~ 
EOLC t ~ IS c;;,.,,.. C) ] 
TAILCUPPER 
10ohma ~ 1 FRONT END 
SNUBBER 
Tx ratio 1 :14.8 
v Install new 45MW Klystron (Thomson TH2132 or Valvo YK.1645) 
v Install RF combiner and RF windows from klystron to the CTF 
v Install new Pulse Tx (ratio 1: 14.8) in the klystron high voltage tank 
-~ THOMSON TUBES ELECTRONIQUES----
TEST MODE 1 (45 MWl TH2132 S/N: A32... 0 .--13 
Test conditions : 
- VSWR of the load .s. 1.1 : 1 
- RF Pulse = 4.5 µs 
- Video pulse = 5. b µs 
' 
- Pulse repetition frequency = 1 oo Hz 
- Frequency = 2998.5 MHz 
- Body water-flow = 8 dm3 /mn 
- Collector water-flow = 90 drn3/mn 
Specified values 
RESULTS min- Max- Unit 
VI '2. t 20 30 v 
If 
.2. 4- 20 28 A 
. 
Veter 3ot- - 314 kV 
Iker 32-~ - 350 A 
K /(I~ 3 1.90 2-10 µAf/J/2 
Peer 
.A 5o - 180 w 
G 54,l? - - dB 
Pscr Li--~. 2-- 45 - MW 
Pct 
..II, 3 - 3.0 Im 
'l 4-lt.'l 43 - % 
lsol 1 J\ 1-1- - 185.0 A 
lsol 2 +CB 
.A 4 0, - 185.0 A 
lsol 3 
.AG3 - 185.0 A 
lpl ~ 1- - 20 µA 
Lllkcr/lkcr {Pf+5%) + o, (, - +2 % 
Lllkcr/lkcr {Pf-5%) 
- o 1 G -3 - % 
./,/ 11 
Philips Semiconductors Product SpecD 00on 
Pulsed Power Klystron YK1645 
TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS (at load VSWR :S 1,0S) 
SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP. Unit 
v, heater YOllage ±1%(1) 20 v 
w, heater power 420 w 
V- beam ldage.peak 300 kV 
L beam current,peak 327 A 
perveance 1,9 •• 2.1 AN3/2_ 
.... 
focusing currents ±2%(1) 3x 180 .. .200 A 
bandwidth between -1db points 10 MHz 
p_ peak dfMl power 170 w 
t,, r.f.pulse duration between -3dB points 4,5 µs 
I,.. r.f .pulse repetition rate 100 Hz 
P_ peak output power 45 MW 
P_ average output power 20 kW 
G gain 54 dB 
n efficiency 46 % 
w_ average power dissipated on the 2 kW 
body 
SF .-pressure on r.f. output 500 kPa 
window 
(f) Willi ""'P"d >o 1ho value indlca1ed on 1he individual TUBE TEST REPORT. 
,_,_ 5 
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MDK c~ PRt<AMl:. I !:.to!~ · tr1 v~c l~ 14:47:~e 
Q y DOOY WATER m TEMP 25.3 oC 
Q DODY WATER OUT TEHP 26, 8 oC 




a. Y fOCllL, A CURREHT 
<l Y FOCl\l., B CURREHT 
a. Y fOCl\l., C CURREHT 
SPARE 
<LY HEATER VOLTAGE 









~"''"" CURREHT 19.4 A 
3-Y lON PUMP YOLTAGE 3.4kV 
0.. Y YACUUH PRESSURE 7. E>-09orr 
rt-IY1':. HEATER VOLTAGE 6.~7 V 
·~. t£A'tER CURJ;:ttiT 84. 2 A 
·t-NR, t£ATER: POWER 496 W 
1HYR, RESERVE VOL1AGE 
THYR. RESERVE CURRENT 
THYR. RESERVE POWER 
THYR. KEEP ALIVE VOL1 








KLY. RF FORWARD POWER 
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D. 22529 Hamburg 
DE61 LUT@OLHBGEM.SNADS.PHILIPS.NL 






Dr.·lng. S. LOtgert • Philips RHW Hamburg 
Development High Frequency Power Tubes 
Peter Pearce ·CERN I PS 
FAX NO.: +41 22 767·8510 
SUBJECT: YK1645 NO. OF PAGES: 1 
In case of bad reception please call: +49-40·5613·2333. 
Hallo Peter, 
I tried to phone you the last two day without success. I'm so sorry but again I have 
very bad news for you. During testing of your tube we have experienced a very 
stable oscillation in the ' 
gun at 1.47 GHz. This mode starts at about 120 kV and 80 A and there is no way 
to influence it from outside. During the last days we did a lot of hot and cold 
measurements and computer simulations in order to characterize this oscillation. 
The mode is trapped in the heat trap between cathode and focusing electrode 
and has a considerably high quality factor. We have modified the heat trap of a 
second gun assembly due to the computer simulations and made a cold 
measurement. The agreement with the simulations was excelent. Now we will 
open the tube and modify the gun. It is planed to be back on the pump on 22th 
March. 
Sorry again for all the trouble! If you have any questions call me. 
Regards, 
o-- --f"""·-- - __ ,, ___ -----, 
, •. l .J n 
~ Ir. • $ ~ . (l 
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High Charge Structures 
G. Bienvenu 

JHIC§ §TlitUCTUiftJE§ : IftJECAILIL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
High charge 
Low loss factor 
Low transver inducted field 
Total energy gain 
Lengh 
No spread energy 
SOLUTIONS 
High gradient 
Large iris diameter 







2a/'A > 3.0 
e/'A > 2.8 
Two sections shifted in frequency +/- 8 MHz 
I -0,02 
¢112 I -0,03 
-------...-+-----·-·------·-·--·-- ----- --··· ------ -- ·---·. 
¢88,556±0,005 
---, ::--·-----+----i------;- -- r-----~·- -. 
I~ w ~ I~ ~ ~ \ lo o o 










.. -· - ..... ·- ··-·- .. +-J~.\-1-1-----,,,.L--+--_:__--+---l---H--...,.L;t­
I . ~ 
~· - 3¢3,2 ::0 ..... 
0 • r; ~~ +...;+tH·+-H 
~· ~~+--1+-+-1-1---1-;:;;H----+-··_ •_:__I_---'-·-+----
\ :. : ..... ---- - ~ ¢'• . J 
·-- --- .. o---- -· --· 1· . 
CJI 
I 
_ ---~~-2.~r±O, 1 
,+0,03 
01121+0.02. 
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i.----------1 COOLING PIPES 
• • \......) CTF 
PHILIPS RF LAL MECALAL 
i) INDIVIDUAL RESONANCE FREQUENCIES 
1t MODE 
0 MODE 
Global mecanical tolerances spread 
Coef of coupling (k // ) spread 
ii) ST ACK OF 3 CELLS 
Bench frequency bias 
(in addition with iii) 
iii) STACK OF 6 CELLS 
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4 tiges M6 lonQ 140 
/V/1, rit-
. ---===.vv 
flasque 1 flasque 
BASE DE DONNE ES : AUTOCAD12: IC4D4462 
TRAITEMENT 
MATIERE Cu TOLERANCES GENERAL ES 
CLIC 
FLASQUES 
dispositif de contro!e 
LABORATOIRE DE L'ACCELERAITUR UNEPJRE 
Bt 200 91405 ORSA Y 
PROTECTION : -
±0.1 RU GO SITE GENERAL£ Ra3.2 
lndice I Dote Modifications !Des: 
DESSINE PAR 
RUDNYCKYJ 
Dote J Nbre: 1 
16/02/96 
lndi< LAL 
I Tel 64468300-lelex 604 369F-Fox 69.07.94.04 
Ech. 
1/1 IC-30-4462 
[ CCOUJPJLJER 1rlJNITNG J 
i) EXTENDED KYLE METHOD 
Adjustement of ~ by : 
- TUNING THE INNER DIAMETER OF INPUT VOLUME 
- TUNING THE IRIS OPENIG 
(cRITICAL STEP ) 
ii) TOOL FINISHING OF INNER SURFACE 
- Philips 
[_-~ ~t-------w, (> 
•'O 0 
i! Ir-- o~ 















( S1rRUCC1rURIE TUNING J 
MOB. MATCHING PHASE 
APP. 
MOBD..CC 




RESONANT VOLUMES ARE ADWSTED 
BY WALL DEFORMATION 
ATT. 
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3. HCS1 and HCS2 
2'd 
The new drawings made by Philips are discussed, as well as the procedure for the 
welding operation. CERN and LAL agreed with the proposals Philips Machinefabriek 
Acht made. 
For this project a new plan of delivery is made: 
week 24 week 34 
week 25 week 35 
week 27 week 39 
week 29 week 41 
week 30 week 42 
EZ:Lt 96, 833 6t 
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Photo Cathodes for Drive and Probe Beam 
G. Suberlucq 

CTF IT : Photocathodes for drive and probe beam 
~ Recap of previous results 
* Photocathode plugs and RF springs 
* Photocathodes for the drive beam 
* Photocathodes for the probe beam 
~ Photocathode CTF - II specifications 
* For the drive beam 
* For the probe beam 
\l:> Photocathode and laser budget 
~ Photocathode developments 
G.S. CTF II Away Days on 11th and 12th of March 1996 
Recap of previous results 
~ Photocathode plugs and RF springs 
* 15 mm diam. plug with frontal RF contact 
* Many plugs destroyed by arcing process and stainless 
steel deposition 
* Difficult to produce right plugs and RF springs 
~;, Cs2 Te photocathodes for the drive beam 
* Best results with : 
~ fresh cesium 
·~ heated substrate during cesium evaporation 
~ Mg or Mo under-layer 
* In this condition we can expect : 
./.> QEmax > 6 O/o 
"' A relaxation time < few picosecondes 
'Y An operating electric field of 100-11 O MV/m (no more) 
J.> No charge limitation due to the photocathode up to 
35 nC in 16 ps on less than 1 cm2 
-Y An RF time constant "" 11 days 
(The beam duty factor is typically 30 °/o) 
~ Csl + Ge photocathodes for the probe beam 
~ OEmax > 0.1 °/o@ 70 MV/m 
G.S. 
~ An operating electric field of 60-70 MV/m 
~ No charge limitation up to 4.3 nC/ cm2 
"' A relaxation time < few picosecondes without charge 
limitation 
.,., Lifetime not measured 
CTF II Away Days on 11th and 12th of March 1996 
Photocathode CTF - II specifications 
~ For the drive beam 
* Photocathode plug and RF spring : 
>- Gun IV with 19mm cathode plug diameter and frontal 
RF contact. 
* Photocathode to produce : 
};> 1 µC total charge 
};> 21 nC nominal charge per bunch 
};> pulse width of 8 - 1 O ps FWHH 
'>- up to 48 bunches at a distance of 330 ps 
>- 15 mm maximum radial beam diameter 
~ For the probe beam 
* Photocathode plug and RF spring : 
>- Gun lllb with 15mm cathode plug diameter and frontal 
RF contact. 
* Photocathode to produce : 
'r from 0.1 to 1 nC in 1 or 2 pulses 
'r pulse width of 8 - 10 ps FWHH 
::..- radial beam diameter : 6 mm =>3.5 nC/cm2 (max.) 
::..- 12 mm maximum radial beam diameter 
CTF II Away Days on 11th and 12th of March 1996 
Photocathode and laser budget 
~ Assuming CTF-11 laser scheme parameters 
* Stabilization energy efficiency : 70 °/o 
* W :::::: 7 µJ I pulse for the drive beam 
* W :::::: 40 µJ I pulse for the probe beam 
~ Drive beam photocathode 
* Cs2 Te photocathode with vacuum transportation 
* OEmin = 1 .5 °/o and an utilization time > 120 hours 
* => OEmax > 4 °/o with 'tmin > 5 days 
* Compatible with CSa Te 95's data 
~~ Probe beam photocathode 
G.S. 
* Csl + Ge photocathode with air transportation 
* QEmin = 0.01 °/o and an utilization time> 30 days 
* => OEmax > 0.2 °/o with 'tmin > 10 days 
* Lifetime not yet verified 
* Other param. compatible with Csl+Ge 95~s data 
* No systematic tests In the DC gun 
CTF II Away Days on 1 i th and 12th of March 1996 
Photocathode developments 
~ For the drive beam 
* Substrate vacuum cleaning by argon ion bombardment 
* Mg under-layer deposition, in the preparation chamber 
* Fresh cesium with special package 
* QE optimization at 355 nm 
* Improve OE measurements in the CTF drive beam 
).>- Better laser energy measurement, the closest as 
possible of the photocathode 
> Better definition of charge measurement as function of 
electric field, spot size, RF phase etc ... 
;.. Investigation of OE electric field dependence 
* European Research Network HCM - High Current 
Photoemission and Bright Injectors. 
~ For the probe beam 
* Investigation on conditioning process and OE electric field 
dependence 
* Improve OE measurements in the CTF probe beam 
* Informal collaboration with CERN-RD 26 and the 
Weizmann Institute of Science (Rehovot, Israel) - A. Braem 
Y. Csl+LiF, Cul+MgF2 , Cs2 Te+MgF2 , Al+CsF 
~ GaAs photocathodes 
G.S. 
* Collaboration with KEK, Nagoya University and SLAC : 
under definition 
CTF II Away Days on 11th and 12th of March 1996 





Problems seen in 1995: 
when the laser was working correctly, we had: 
Position Stability due to PTG aignment drift 
re-aligned 2-3 times per day 
Anl>titude shot-to-shot, 3% RMS 
need less than 1 % 
Amplitude variation due to liming jitter/drift 
Long-term amplitude variation - alignment in laser 
laser injection path 
Pockels' cells 
Cavity mirrOIS 
In additon, there were problems:-
Lightwave stability - temperature sensitivity 
Pockels'cell damage - satellite pulses? 
and for CTFll we need:-
more energy for the drive beam 
a probe beam 
new beam paths 
better monitoring of the beam energy and quality 
a new PTG -for end 1996? 
Kurts' feed-forward amplitude clipper 
end 1996? 
New timing system (I.Kamber) 
PC3 now less sensitive to timing 
mechanical impovements 
new mounts 
? new laser? 
new lightwave for 199? (200?) 
consumables,DEM2350/pc, 
2 cells/3 years 
2 - pass amplifier 
probe beam generator 
and 1 for the streak camera=3 
aquisition chassis, "imagerie" 
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CTFll Laser 1996 
problem areas marked In red 







'f-' CTFll Table Layout 
?Tfi I 









TABLE3 TABLE I 
Descent to CTF via 
ex-TCM hole 
'DflU0 i::xu•M '\>~ &, • ....,_~~...­
= gz M 





: Probe beam WCUllDl chamber 
' L--------------------------------------------------------------------------
r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Drive beam vacumn chamber 
:~------------------~--~----------------------------------~--_. ..... --, I. 
' ~------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-~ ..... 
D 
Bunch compressor magnets 
The ,Qptic:al fayout. showiag Drive and Probe beam paths, virtual cathodes ( v .c.), energy detection ( d), J<-y 
positioning(x-y) and monitoring of lhebcam pro6Je{~. The paths are arranged that the virtual cathodes 
aie lbesameiliSl4ft\cs zs Ille "'31pboc@adiodes, lhe¥0bebeam is delayed t2ns afterthe-Orive beam to 





















65 pass Reg. Amplifier 
le 1047nm, W ,; 1m J 
Alqlli 2 F~ quadrupling 







:l • 1047 rvn; JR absorber 
W•4mJ 
l = 532 nm; photodiode 
W=2.6mJ 
1=262nm;'t•8pa 
W .. =2mJ, w ... =1.3mJ 
8l (; 























( Laser room ) 
Virtual cathode on the optical table, 




0° beam splitter 
3stages 




0° beam splitter 
1 stage 
12 optical paths 




· on table , 12 Pulses 
selector 
. 
- ---------- -- -- ------------. 
January 1996 
12 CTF optical paths, 




( CTF ) 
Virtual cathode 
UV window RF gun Drive beam 
vacuum trom 1 to 48 pulsea 
x, y table mirror __ max• 7 µJ/pulse 





















/ L/2 waveplate * output lo Pellln-Broeca prism 
1047nm + + 523nm 262nm 
CTFll: 2-p•H Ampll!ler, Harmonic g-rauon and Probe Beam 
~ 1047nm Horizontal pol. 




Harmonk: separating mirror 
1047nm 
523nm 
CTF Laser 11~3-96 6!7 
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What we will have at startup 1996: 
The same old PTG's- re-alignment twice a day (a.+ (ecv.it-) 
Amplitude variation, shot-to-shot, still 3% RMS but for longer periods f. re;lur11' ~ ) 
Lightwave instabi~ties during wann weather? 
Drive beam eneigy (48pulsesl >350 uJ at cathode 
Probe beam energy (2 pulse mode + 1 splitting stage =4 pulses) >80uJ at cathode (will ,'.,,~ \~ ) 
Polarising attenuators (motorised) for Drive and Probe beams +- c••u•o'l-e.. co .. +rol 
Phase/timing adjustment (motorised) for Drive and Probe beams .,.-~ con-fro\ 
Virtual cathodes for both beams 
Energy measurement in CTF -fixed calibration factors 
Direct observation (UV) of Drive beam on CCD camera 
Phase Jitter measurement (ringing cavity) 
What we may not have-
remote (HCR) access to energy and phase values 
lacks controls interface 
and applications program 
lacks controls interface 
and app~cations program 
lacks controls interface 
Simultaneous measurements of Drive and Probe beam barycenters lack of cooiputing power 
+who.+ <.4,)tL, hopt.- -to olo ~ ~~, ·,p we, ~ 4'~ 
• tl"-'° 'PT-3 -
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Laser Feed Forward 
K. Aulenbacher 
Stabilisation of the CTF-Laser system by fast 
forward transmission regulation 
CTF-2 away days 
11. 03. 96 
1 
OUTLINE 
• General principle 
• The Pockels-cell regulator 
• concept 
• first result and status 
2 
Fast forward transmission regulator: 
f ti11 ttttt 
---
-
Try to solve it with conventional electronics: obvious 
requirement: 
td,optical > ta,electr. ~ td,prop + 1 / BWez 
Convenient length for optical delay line: < 5m '.::::'. 15 ns. 
3 
Condition for stabilization (small changes): 
AT = _ Alin = -Q 
T Iin 





dQ = -1 
T 
Electronic circuit can provide: 
v = k·Q 
(1) 
k is the 'differential gain' in Volt/percent of intensity 
jitter. 
put into 1: 
dT 
k. dV = -1 
T 
Can now be used for a given case of Voltage dependent 









(45 degree orientation) 
v 
Transmission for the vertical component: 
2 7r v 




dT 1 7r V 
k . dV = -k · 7r • -- • tan( - · ) = -1 
T VA/2 2 VA/2 
horizontal 
5 
1 7r v 
k · 7r • • tan(- · ) = 1 
VA/2 2 VA/2 
For KD*P crystal at 262nm 1440 Volt. 
----
-· 
T k Pson© ± 5% jitter 
20 2.3 V /"lo 1.32 Watt 
50 4.6 V/% 5.3 Watt 














ATI: Attenuator (PZ+POL) 








PZ POL output 
.__ __ , ws~ ] 




HYB: Hybrid (Signal subtraction) 
AMP: Amplifier 
ST: Single receiver hybrid· 
' • 
Fast forward 








• pockels cells: 1440 Volt half wave, problems with 'greying'. 
• fast forward demonstrated. 
• to do: whole System set-up. Available amplifier power not 
sufficent for T>50%. 
• quality of difference signal generation (reference signal, and 
subtraction) has to be demonstrated. 
8 






Greying of Pockels-cells: 
--· 
-----
r{trir~1~r.t. r~trnrrii r@rtrHmrf~ 
.~JWHW:: ~~Wilittti:it f/[~ttf@H:~::~ 








Fast-forward demonstration experiment: 
Obcavation of fut-forwad 
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Tentative Schedule for 
TCM installation in CTF2 
J.C Thomi U. Raich 
7. Mars 96 
• Installation of Streak Camera Lab: 
-foreseen installation of the Lab itself: 
-installation of general services and 
control cables: 
-installation of camera and optics: 





-foreseen of of installation "Probe-Drive-Beam" 18 





Drive Beam BPM's 
H.H. Braun 

Drive Beam BPM's 






( + 2 reserve) 
bakeable, merged 
with pumping chamber 
standard NW40 flange 
3) 2 x Nmoc1u1e x 015 mm brazed on CTS 
status 
BPM hardware built (modification to merge with pumping chamber 
under way) 
prototype of readout electronic tested 
electronic components ordered 
cables between CTF and HCR and delay cables for combination 
remain to be made 
acquisition software written to read out and process signals wilh PC 
and to make signals available to the PC network via standard 
RPCSRV, updating of software for Windows'95 presently going on 
known problems 
signals not well suited for absolute charge measurements. Nobody 
available to improve software to compensate for this. 
maximum acquisition speed 6 Hz => only every 2nd pulse digitized 
number of BPM's limited by acquisition method 
potential problems 
destruction of acquisition electronics by beam loss on electrodes or 
RF breakdown in 3 GHz structures 
maintenance of acquisition software (Francisco Rodriguez who has 
written the software leaves end of March) 
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10dB / 20 dB 
(0 40mm/ 0 15mm) 
diode 
RF detector 
I Illa to combiner 
' 
Quick and dirty BPM readout scheme 
BPM's delay llnes combiner 4 channel scope 
(HP 54512) 
0 
somewhere lowpass filters, 
where !s best place ? __ _,....., 





minimum bunch charge without 1 nC 0.4 nC 
attenuators 
minimum bunch charge with 3nC 3nC 
nominal attenuators 
resolution ::t:100 µm ::t:40 µm 
precision unknown 
bandwidth BPM 4.4 GHz 11.7 GHz 
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Variation of charge by changing the bunch charge 
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Ch. 2 • 25.00 mVolts/div 
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• 23.5000 ns 
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• 0.000 Volts 
- 23.3000 ns 
30 GHz Module Design 
I. Wilson 

30 GHz modules for CTF2 
12 March 1996 
• CTF2 schematic layout 
• CLIC tunnel cross-section 
•Aim 
To design and construct a fully-engineered representative test section 
of CLIC 30 GHz drive and main linacs (including the active 
alignment system) using nominal CLIC components working at 
nominal RF powers and accelerating fields. 
•As proposed for CLIC - built-up from 1.4lm long modules. 
• For CTF2 six modules foreseen - 0.48 GW 30 GHz RF power 
2 modules - end 1996 
2 modules - end 1997 
2 modules - end 1998 
• Module consists of: 
l.4lm long section of drive linac 
l.41m long section of main linac 
Plus all associated auxiliary equipment and systems 
A DEMONSTRATION OF THE TWO BEAM ACCELERATION SCHEME 
IN THE CLIC TEST FACILITY 
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Drive linac section of one module 
+ TS with 4 output arms (special CTF2 design) - 15mm aperture. 
+ 2 large aperture BPMs (incorporated into ends of TS). 
+ Triplet made up from 3 identical quads.(30mm aperture) 
(geometry 8-15-8-15-8 inner quad twice as strong as outer quads) 
+ Vacuum pipe (22mm aperture in triplet) 
2 tapered transitions (15-22mm) 
+ Flexible bellows for connection to next module. 
+ SiC hollow box-section support girder for TS and vacuum pipe 
+ Associated support platforms + link-rod suspension mechanism 
+ Independent support for triplet 
+ Both supporting structures equipped with 0.1 µm resolution 
stepping motor drive systems 
+ 3 capacitive transducers for transverse position measurement 
(one on the support girder - two on the triplet support) 
+ 2 transverse tilt meters 
(one on the support girder - one on the triplet support) 
+ Stretched-wire support and tensioning system 
+ Cooling system and electrical supply lines for magnets 
(induced forces on magnet supports should be small) 
* No temperature stabilization is foreseen for the TS. 
* Drive beam line pumped via a Tee in one of the tapered 
transitions. 
* Beam steering by moving triplet around vacuum chamber ± 2mm 
Main linac section of one module 
• One CAS (phase 1), 2 CAS (later phases) - 4mm aperture 
+ One combined 30 GHz BPM and phase reference cavity unit 
(4mm aperture) 
• Doublet for focusing (lOmm aperture quads) 
• Vacuum pipe (4mm aperture) 
• Flexible bellows for connection to next module 
• SiC box-section support girder for CAS, vacuum pipe and BPM. 
• Associated support platforms and link-rod suspension mechanism 
• Independent support for doublet 
• Both supporting structures equipped with O.lµm resolution 
stepping motor drive systems 
•Three capacitive transducer for transverse position measurement 
(one on the support girder - two on the doublet support) 
•Two transverse tilt meters 
(one on the support girder - one on the doublet support) 
• Stretched-wire support and tensioning system 
• Cooling system and electrical supply lines for magnets 
(induced forces on magnet supports should be small) 
• Water temperature stabilization for CAS 
• Vacuum system for CAS 
(via balanced manifolds to minimise vacuum forces) 
* Beam steering by moving doublet around vacuum chamber ± 2mm 
., Two linacs coupled from TS to CAS via WR28 WG 
(for independent movement part of the WR28 WG must be flexible) 
• RF power distribution and measurement system 
(i) Directional couplers 
(ii) Motorised phase shifters 
(iii) Power combiners and splitters 
(iv) Low power and high power loads 
(v) WR28 pumping sections 
(vi) Multi-plexing capability - to reduce costs 
• BPM measurement system 
(i) Magic-Tee combiners 
(ii) Signal processing units 
(iii) Multi-plexing capability - to reduce costs 
• Active alignment system will not be beam based 
It's active pre-alignment. 
• Over-all layout 
Distance between two linacs = 55cm 
Drive linac 120cm from floor 
Main linac 5cm lower 
Two linacs sit on a 824mm high x 11 OOmm wide concrete base 
• Test set-up for one 30 GHz module 
Planned to assemble one complete unit in basement of building 169 
Aim - to resolve most problems before attempting an assembly in 
CTF2. 
This would in particular be a test bed for component space 
compatibility, vacuum, alignment system, cabling runs, ... 
• Status reports 
*Alignment (W.Coosemans, R.Pittin) 
* Controls (JP.Potier) 
*TS (L.Thomdahl, G.Carron) 
* BPMs and signal processing (J .Sladen) 
* RF power distribution and measurement (W.Wuensch) 
*CAS 
* Quadrupoles 
* Power supplies 
*Vacuum 
• 30 GHz Accelerating sections 
• The two CI CAS for CTF2 startup exist - the two used in CTFI. 
One however developed leak at end of last run - has to be fixed. 
(Single feed couplers) 
PARAMETER VALUE 
Frequency 29.985 GHz 
Nominal gradient 80MV/m 
Input power 40MW 
Fill time 11.4 ns 
Active length 287mm 
Beam aoerture 4mm 
• Two more identical CI sections being made - Sept.'96 
• Further one (but simplified construction) - end 1996 
(Symmetrical or twin-feed coupler) 
• CI structures - single bunch operation 
- not suitable for CLIC multibunch operation 
• RF quadrupole structures being developed - prototype in 1997 
• Quadrupoles (MGiesch) 
• Quads for triplets and doublets identical except for Di (drwg) 
• 12 Qm + 18 Qd quads ordered from Dutch firm Goudsmit 
(requirement for all 6 modules) 
• Delivery 50% 31-3-1996, 100% 31-5-1996 
• Measurement at CERN (6 weeks) - 50% available end May 
• Power supplies (Jurgen Buttkus) 
• Drive linac: 4 F quads of triplets of 2 modules in series (IOOA) 
2 D quads of triplets of 2 modules in series (200A) 
• Main linac: each quad of doublet has a separate PS 
Module one - 2@40A 
Module two - 2@1 OOA 
• Requirement for two modules 2@40A + 5@1 OOA 
• Delta Elektronika (NL) 
• Control electronics 
Quadrupoles 
The quadrupoles for drive and main linac have different apertures but common 
outside dimensions. The cross section of the quadrupoles for the main linac is shown 
in Fig._ .They are of the slim type in order to fit the girder structure. of the 
cavities.The main parameters of both types of qadrupoles are given c6n Table_. 
142 
Fig._ Cross sestion of the main quadrupole 
Table_: Main Parameters of the quadrupoles 
Aperture diam. (mm) 10.0 30.0 
Nominal gradient (T/m) 100 16 
Magnetic length ( m) 0.085 0.095 
Core length ( m) 0.08 0.08 
Overall length ( m) 0.15 0.15 
Excitation current (A) 175 230 
Resistance of coils (mil ) 4.3 4.3 
Dissp.Power (kW) 0.124 0.230 
Weight (kg) 6.7 6.7 
No of units 12 18 
•Vacuum 
• In 30 GHz modules vacuum system conductance limited. 
(Beam pipes 4mm - WR28 WG 7mm x 3.5mm) 
• Small local NEG pumps specially developed (few 100 l/s) 
Activation required after each exposure to atmos. presuure 
(heat getter material to 450C - 40A thro' strips for 30mins) 
+ Argon, helium and methane pumped by small sputter-ion pumps 
+ Roughing provided by 60 l/s TMP via a roughing line running 
between two linacs - isolated using manual all-metal roughing valves 
• Vaccum measurement - Pirani gauges 
+ To enable two linacs to be independently aligned require 
very loose mechanical coupling between fixed and moving 
components - and also between moving components. 
Difficult task - requires many bellows and flexible WGs. 
Needs testing in Module Test Stand in Bldg. 169. 
CTF2 
Two Modules Vacuum Lavout 




























- Probe Beam~ 
SY •SectorValve 
RV •Roughing Valve 
G =Penning Gauge 
IP =Ion Pump M.Brouet 5-mars 1996 































• Transfer 30 GHz power from the drive to 
the main linac 
• Terminate upstream end of transfer 
structure and downstream end of 
accelerating section 
• Calibrated sample of RF pulse before and 
after each accelerating section 
Constraints 
• High peak power levels (remain vigilant ... ) 
• Mechanical flexibility and vibration 
isolation between both linacs and ground 
• Minimum waveguide lengths (attenuation) 
• Possibility of assembly 
• Low cost (many, many components) 
• Reasonable vacuum 
Stage 1 Layout ... 
• In the first stage module of CTF2, a 4 
output transfer structure will feed a single 
accelerating section 
• The layout process is not yet complete, 
therefore the rest of this presentation is 






• double combination for output of transfer 
structure 
• double flex line for 2 axis movement 
• directional coupler, phase shifter, and high 
power load are fixed to the ground 
• 20 mm minimum waveguide bend radius 
• Vacuum pumping in phase shifter 
Important Characteristics cont. 
• composite waveguide components 
• diagnostic output lines run near surface of 
block 
• 50 mm height difference to give minimum 
waveguide length in final version module 
Stage 1, 2 module component list 
• 2 accelerating sections 
• 2 tr an sf er structures 
• 4 directional couplers 
• 8 low power loads 
• 2 high power loads 
• 2 phase shifters 
• 4 flex lines with bends 
• 2 flex lines with bends 
and transition 
• 6 combiners of 2 types 
(WR34) 
• 6 special bends of 2 
types 
• low power waveguide 
runs 
• switches + controllers 
• delay lines 
• supports 
Expected Schedule 
• Now to End March: finish detailed layout 
• April, May: make mechanical drawings and 
launch machining, component by 
component 
• June to August: parts arrive and assembly is 
launched, component by component ... 
• September, October: component assembly 
• November: testing 
Module types 
• Stage 1: transfer structure feeds a single 
accelerating section with a single input 
• Stage 2: transfer structure feeds two 
accelerating sections with a single input 
• Stage 3: transfer structure feeds two 
accelerating sections with double inputs 
30 GHz BPM System 
J.Sladen 

- One BPM per module 
- Electronics for 2 BPM's 
- When further modules added, remote controlled 
waveguide switches will be used to switch BPM 
outputs to electronics 
- BPM's and electronics essentially identical to 
those used for BPM tests in CTFl in November 
1995. More tests required in spring 1996 to 
demonstrate resolution<< lµm!!! 
BPM's 
- BPM: E110 high Q pill-box cavity 
- Horizontal and vertical outputs on one BPM 
- Pair of diametrically opposed output irises in 
each plane feeding a waveguide magic tee in 
order to reject common modes 
- Each BPM cavity followed by 30GHz Eo10 
cavity for charge normalization 

BPM cavity manufacturing 
schedule 
• Now to mid April: Mechanical drawings 
and requests for quotes 
• End April: orders placed 
• End July: parts at CERN 
• Mid October: manufacture complete 
• End October: Tested BPMs ready 
Electronics 
- H, V and R channels mixed down to 120MHz 
- At 120MHz: amplitude detection and phase 
comparison with R channel · 
- Each detected signal (amplitude and phase) 
routed to sample & hold with lOOµs hold time 
- Sample & hold outputs-> ADC 
29.985GHz !20MHz 
Horizont. alin~utl 1%~ ,, :?:::::: . IAmplitud' I->- Sample . - & ~ . detector ~ ~ hold 
-
. Phase ~ 
Sample 
-
- detector & 
hold 29.985GHz !20MHz 
' Vertical nput 1 l%t 'I :?:::::: - Amplitud< Sample . > - ~ & 7 ~ , detector ~ hold 
-
- Phase Sample 
-->-I- detector ~ & 
. hold 
29.985GHz !20MHz 
' Horizont ii input 2 71 :?:::::: IAmplitud• Sample PC-based - :?:::::: - ~ & data acqusition . ~ detector . ~ ~ hold system 
--
- Phase Sample 
._ detector ->- & f->-
-~ hold 29.985GHz !20MHz 




Phase Sample . ~ & • 
-
detector 
'~ hold 29.985GHz !20MHz 
• 
e input l%t 'I :?:::::: - Amplitud< Sample > - I+- & detector . - ~ hold 
~ 
• 
Electronics for CLIC BPM tests 
Data acquisition system 
- 12 bit ADC multiplexed to each channel 
- Range checking. Warnings 
- Antilog conversion of amplitude channels 
- Normalization of H & V amplitudes by R 
- Display and logging to hard disk 
- Real time 
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Control System 
J.P. Potier & J.-M. Bouche 

CTF2 control system 
J.M.Bouche, J.P .Potier 
Introduction 
CIF2 Away days 
March 11 & 12, 96 
From the process control point of view, CTF2 is very similar LIL (Lep 
Injector Linac) and to the former CTFl: 
• Repetition period of the beam is lOOms here for 10 ms in LIL 
• Klystron modulators identical 
• Power supplies for all bending steering and focusing magnets are of 
the same (or close) make as LIL .. 
• General instrumentation like TV camera, low frequency position and 
charge monitors etc. is identical. 
• Work station software etc. 
Exceptions : For some specific instrumentation not used in LIL, like the 
streak camera, where no standard systems is available or can be easily 
adapted. 
CTF2 System and application software 
To minimise the overall control effort, at implementation stage and later 
on for hardware and software maintenance, the same system as for CTFl 
has been chosen. 
It is based on VME local crates with processors running L YNXOS and 
performing all real time task activities like hardware controls and 
acquisitions, beam monitors data collection etc. 
The user interface is build from UNIX workstations and servers 
connected to the VME crates via standard Ethernet transmission as for 
LIL. With the standard equipment modules which will be used, all 
parameters will be as well visible via the "Passerelle" (network PC 
access). 
Most of the present PC based measurement systems used on CTFl will 
be ported in a VME standard software and hardware and a few tools 
(hardware and software) for experiments will be provided. 
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Hartlware Layout 
CTF2 Away days 
March 11 & 12, 96 
• Figure 1 are shown the control electronics previously used for CTFl 
and now used for the control of the drive and probe beam: steering 
focusing, 3 GHz phasing, standard sensors etc. 
• Figure 2 are shown the new VME crates used for alignment, laser 
stabilisation, and general pwpose (RF conditioning, 30 GHz BPM 
etc.). The detailed layout are on figure 4.1, 4.2. 
Acquisition synchronisation and tagging 
The control system will run at a repetition period of 1.2 s (Basic 
repetition Period of the control system: BP) at which the different power 
supplies, klystron modulators will be controlled and the acquisition data 
collected and tagged (i.e. the BP in which they have been acquired will be 
identified) to be made available to the users. In the case of beam 
acqu1s1t1on, which is running at 10 Hz, all data will be acquired 
synchronously on the different sensors at this frequency and properly 
tagged (see figure 3). The full synchronisation of all acquisitions is 
planned beginning of97. 
Planning 
It is planned to be able to control the drive beam and the probe beam for 
the start-up of CTF2 in spring 96 with the former controls adapted from 
CTFl. 
The controls of the alignment of the 30 GHz modules will be available in 
summer 96 in a preliminary version, which will be upgraded in order to 
provide full access and automatic element position stabilisation end of 96. 
Laser energy stabilisation: The hardware and low level software will be 
available in April 96 for experiments. 
RF conditioning : the hardware and the low level software will be 
available at least in a preliminary version in July 96. 
For the 30 GHz BPM acquisition system, a provisional acquisition system 
can be set up in summer 96 if needed. The standard version will be 
available beginning of 97, following the conversion of LIL UMA . 
.. Page 2 
CTF2 Away days 
March 11 & 12, 96 
Table 1 CTF2 controls, "re-used part" 
VMEcrate Camaccrate Elements or activity Place 
functions linked to the 
VMEcrate 
C1F2 drive beam Crate 11 Control of TV screen Bat2008 
generation control (scintillators) 
and f---------------
------------- --------------------
--------CIF2 probe beam Crate 13 Charge and position monitors Bat2008 
control -~g~~~2~------------r-------------- ------------- --------Crates 1 and 15 _Ifl.l'!l!.~-'!!~_uJ.a.!.C!!'J.7 _____ Bat 2001 r-------------- ------------- --------Crates 2 and 21 
_Ifl.l'!'!.0..!1_ '!!~.!l!a_!O.!J.!! _ - - - - Bat 2013 r--------------
-------------
--------Crate 17 Drive beam generation, Bat2013 
probe beam generation and 
30 GHz beam steering and 
focusing power supplies 
--------------1------------- -~Q~BE'.PE!S~~E~~------------Crate 19 -~f:2~~~'!!i!i.!! _______ Bat2013 
--------------
1------------- --------Crate 20 CIF Fine timing Bat2013 
Table 2 CTF2 controls : new crates 
VMEcrate Functions Activitv Place 
C1F2 alignment Active alignment Acquisition of the position Bat 2013 
system offset sensors and tilts meters 
------------- --------------
,._ <;:~nJrE!. 2_f _s_!e_pp!!_l,!! E.!_0.!.~1!-_ 
--------CIF2 Laser energy Acquisition of laser energy, Bat2013 
stabilisation control of fast feed forward, 
slow feed back 
HCRgeneral LEA, LIL general Control of LEA irradiation, Bat2008 
purpose VME purpose acquisition acquisition of RF waves, 
crate WBS tests etc .. 
------------- ----------------------------------
--------CIF2 30GHz Control of a 30 GHz 
beam position multiplexing system and 




RF conditioning Tests on automatic RF 
conditioning for CIF & LIL 
TI2A alignment model Acquisition of the position TI2A 
studies offset sensors and tilts meters tunnel 
Control of stepping motors (ISR 
area) 
Assembly area Reception test of Reception tests of the Hall 169 
alignment systems position offset sensors, tilts 
meters and steooing motors 
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DSCCTALL= 
Former CTF DSC 
TV screen 




Drive beam and probe 
beam steering and focusing 
3 Ghz RF phase 
CTF coarse timing 
CTF fine timing 
CTF2 drive beam generation and 
CTF2 probe beam generation control 
1 VME and 9 CAMAC crates 
Figure 1 
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Vl\'1E I Lab ('f'f2A.) 
.Alignment developn1ent 
Vl\fE I Workshop (169) 
Reception tests 
CTF2 Away days 




Vl\fE I CTF gallery (2013) 
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Experimental VME in HCR 
for LEA, LPI, CTF ... 
WBS acquition (prov) 
RF conditioning 
30 GHz acquition (prov) ... 
Vl\lE already ordt:redii.nstalled 
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On the autonomous PC system, 
the acquisition is done asynchronously (at call) 
On the present PS/CO control system the acquisition is done 
CTF2 Away days 
March 11, 96 JPP 
on each Basic Period (l.2s) as LPI: the power supplies are red once per BP, 
the beam each pulse, but for it only an average and some statistics are available. 
Basic Period Basic Period Basic Period Basic Period Basic Period 
--
rag-e<fon all pulses of it 
Results :For beam acquisition, average value on the "Last BP"+ statistics 
no close correlation with elements acquisition 
On CTF2 (planned at 97 startup): 
I-Repetitive pattern of 10 labelled Basic Periods (pseudo PP1H acquisition scheme) 
2-All individual beam pulses recorded and accessible during 1 Oxl.2 s 





























Result : Possibility to correlate beam measurements 
and elements acquisitons all along the lines 
CTF2 acquisition sequence 
Figure 3 
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30 GHz analog signals from different BPM 
in the tunnel 
\,:.- ;· >:•'.' \-'-; ~·:·:·. 
-·-·-·-·-·-·---·~::-·-·-·~·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-\~.-·-'.o...---·-~:;.,._, ___ ,_,_, _____________ , ___ ,_, __ ,_,_,_,_, ___ ,_,_, __ ,_, ___ , __ ._,_,_,_, ___ ,_,_,_ 
(~_c_T_F_tu_n_n_e_I ~) 
L Analog 30 GHz Multiplexor =1 
One set of analog signals from 
2*(1 BPM +1 reference cavity) 
L --· ;J 120 MHz Down mixing 
- - ·- - -·-----·· 
( CTF gallery ) 
.. 1':• 
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Transmission from CTF gallery to HCR 
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Detection and sampling 
Acq timing ( HCR/2008 ) 
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• CLIC Activity - Officially Part of CERN Scientific Programme Until 1999 
1996 is 2 MSF 
1997 is 2 MSF 
1998 is 2 MSF 
1999 is 2 MSF 
• CTF Activity Only Part Overall CLIC Activity 
• Important to keep right balance between CTF spending and other essential 
CLIC development programmes 
Both are vital for overall success and eventual continuation of CLIC study 
CTF2 Planning 
1996 new 3 GHz drive and probe linac + 
1997 
two 30 GHz modules 
two 30 GHz modules 
two 30 GHz modules 1998 
1996 - Exceptional year - Large fraction of CLIC budget to be spent on CTF2 
This one-off investment in 3GHz linacs forced us 
to push several developments to 1997 
Expected that 1997 will be less problematic 
Little or no equipment for modules 3 & 4 will be ordered in 1996 
Do not have the funds ! ! 
Authorised spending for CTF2 and related studies in 1996 
• Photocathodes and laser work 
hnprovements to laser in photo-cathode lab. 
hnprovements to beam-line in photo-cathode lab. 
Mods to CTF2 laser plus feed-forward system (1996/97) 
Optical paths to cathodes for CTF2 
•CTF23GHz 
Costs associated with final construction 21/2 gun and HCS1&2 
Design and construction gun 5 
Upgrade MD Ks 97 &03 
Modifications high-power RF distribution 
Modifications low-power RF distribution 
Off-frequency system and timing 
• CTF2 3GHz beam line 
Chambers, supports and small dipoles 
Vacuum equipment 
Button BPMs plus acquisition system 
TCMs and optics 
Upgrade of streak camera 
MTVs 
WCM plus acquisition (plus a second one) 
Controls (manpower/collaboration) 
Coherent radiation monitor 
Design and drawings by Technoplan 
EST Designers (equivalent lman@ 65%) 
• Extension CTF blockhouse 
Civil engineering 
Electrical installation and Utilities (water, air-cond, lighting, racks, tel. etc ) 
Cabling (magnets and instruments) 
• CTF2 30 GHz modules 
Fabrication three more CI 30GHz sections (most parts available) 
Transfer stucture for CTF2 
CTF2 30GHz RF components 
CTF2 power measurement multi-plexing 
CTF2 30GHz BPM system plus multi-plexing 
Measurement of CTF2 magnets 
Power supplies for quads 
Controls for CTF2 30GHz modules 
Vacuum for CTF2 30GHz modules 
Girders and supports for CTF2 modules 
Summary 
J. Clendenin 
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